SPECIAL JOINT MEETING
COMMITTEE ON INFRASTRUCTURE
AND
PLANNING AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT COMMITTEE
OCTOBER 24, 2018
A special joint meeting of the Committee on Infrastructure and the Planning & Economic Development
Committee was held Wednesday, October 24, 2018, at 7:00 p.m. in the Aldermanic Chamber.
Alderman-at-Large Michael B. O’Brien, Sr., Chair of the Committee on Infrastructure, presided.
Members of Infrastructure Committee present:

Alderman Tom Lopez, Vice Chair
Alderman Jan Schmidt
Alderman Ernest A. Jette
Alderman Ken Gidge

Members of PEDC present:

Alderwoman Mary Ann Melizzi-Golja, Chair late
Alderman Ernest A. Jette, Vice Chair
Alderman Jan Schmidt

Members not in Attendance:

Alderman-at-Large David C. Tencza
Alderman-at-Large Michael Laws

Also in Attendance:

Alderman Richard A. Dowd
Alderman June M. Caron
Alderman-at-Large Brian S. McCarthy
Julie Chizmas, Transportation Planner

COMMUNICATIONS
From:
Re:

Tim Cummings, Director, Economic Development Division
East Hollis Street/Bridge Street Improvements, Proposed Preferred Alternative

There being no objection, Chairman O’Brien suspended the rules to accept and place on file a
communication received after the agenda was prepared from Director Cummings
Alderman Schmidt
We have a communications from James and Mary Cutter, Subject 88 Palm Street
There being no objection, Chairman O’Brien suspended the rules to accept and place on file a
communication received after the agenda was prepared from James and Mary Cutter
PRESENTATION
East Hollis Street and Bridge Street Transportation Improvement Project; Local Project Agreement #16314
Presentation by McFarland Johnson
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Julie Chizmas, Transportation Planner
Good evening, my name is Julie Chizmas I am the Transportation and Long Range Planner with the Community
Development Division here at the City of Nashua. I’ve been working closely with Tim Cummings, who is the
City’s project manager on the East Hollis Street/Bridge Street Traffic improvements. We are here this evening
to share with you the results of an engineering study completed by McFarland Johnson and also with the
assistance with CRJA Landscape Architects. With my this evening are Brian Colburn, Project Manager, Senior
Project Engineer with McFarland Johnson; Brian Patinkus also with McFarland Johnson and Jonathan Law with
CRJA Landscape Architects. So without further ado, I will let them get on with the presentation and share with
you what we learned during this engineering study. Thank you.
Brian Colburn Yes thank you, Brian Colburn with McFarland Johnson. We have a brief presentation with a
goal of just explaining when we started this process back in March of defining the preferred alternative to
improve the intersection of East Hollis Street and Bridge Street, the steps we took and the information we
learned to come to a preferred alternative.
Again, a brief agenda of the steps we will go through starting with a brief project overview going through some
of the public outreach efforts that we have undertaken and how we determined the preferred alternative. This is
our study area for the intersection, it is outlined in red, the red line here. Basically it extends along Bridge Street
and East Hollis Street, from the intersection of C Street to the river. Those limits of the project were set when
the City applied for a grant from the NH Department of Transportation.
This project is being funded through that grant, it has a $2.8 million construction budget right now. 80% of that
money is coming from the Federal Highway Administration, FHWA; the 20% local match is being covered for
this project by turnpike toll credits. So currently there is no City money programmed for this project. To assist in
determining a preferred alternative we did form a steering committee to act as a conduit for stakeholders in the
area; help us test our alternatives out and build a consensus so when we went to the public we had a pretty
good idea of what would be accepted and what wouldn’t. They helped us form our projects goals and vision.
This is a list of our committee members, made up of City Staff, Alderwoman Caron was on the Committee as
well, a few local business owners, including one that was a direct abutter and we did involve the Town of
Hudson as well.
Again just to frame our project, we set out some goals early on. These were somewhat established by again
the grant application that was submitted. The project is to address all modes of transportation so this not
specifically geared just to vehicles using the area, but we were looking at pedestrians, bicyclists, and transit
users as well. We know this is a busy intersection and we are trying to do a lot of different things to improve the
area but we did have a goal of not making the traffic conditions any worse than they are today.
We also recognize that this is a regional roadway, a lot of people use the bridge to cross the river here from
Hudson and towns to the east to get to the turnpike. Some may say that there is too much traffic coming
through this area for it to handle, that is not within the scope of this project. We are just looking at the
intersection and not trying to solve any of those larger regional transportation issues. We do recognize that
there has been previous work done on this corridor; there is the East Hollis Street Master Plan document and
another study that was done in 2015. We didn’t want to re-do any of that so we kind of used that as our starting
point as looking at the work that had done before we were involved and then building upon that.
Just a little bit about the steps that are involved when you use this federal money with NH DOT administrating it;
it is a four-step process. We are currently in step one which is called the Engineering Study. The purpose of
this is to identify a preferred alternative which is what we are here for tonight to get a consensus on that. The
following steps are Preliminary and Final Design, that will take us to about later in 2019 or very early in 2020 to
complete. The fourth step is actual Construction which is again going to be targeting mostly and completed in
2020 for this project.
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Zooming in on what we do as part of the Engineering Study, we conduct a field survey, we look at all of the
resources in the area, we consult with the State Historian, Archeologists, look for natural wetlands, obviously we
have the river right adjacent to us. We also look at is there a hazardous site in the area and try to get a good
sense of what our constraints will be; what are the things that could potentially be impacted by the project. We
go through an alternative development process involving the public in our decision making as well.
For the public involvement, we did have a fairly robust program for this project. In addition to meeting with the
Steering Committee, I believe we met with them five times through the course of this project, we also had a
public listening session. That was early on in the process and what that is, is make sure we have a good
understanding of all of the issues that abutters and people that use this intersection experience every day that
we understand all that before we even start our work. So that listening session occurred very early on in the
process.
After we had developed some alternatives we had a public workshop where we presented all three and
received pros and cons from the public and that helped us in selecting the preferred alternative. This meeting
here concludes our public outreach effort for this phase. We will probably have some more meetings through
the Design Phase to flush out some of the details but this meeting kind of culminates as a governing body’s
consensus with the group that we have selected the right preferred alternative.
In addition to meetings we have had a project website – www.nashuagatewayproject.com that has been active
throughout the project and we have been posting information on social media as well. Probably not surprising
to most people that use the intersection, this is what we heard at the listening session early on in the project.
There are some safety issues both with vehicles and some of the merging and speed issues that are occurring;
the lack of pedestrian and bicycle facilities making it not as safe as it could be for them to traverse the area. We
heard a lot about traffic and how there is a lot of traffic. But we did get a good sense of how especially the
Riverside Landing Project has increased some cut-through traffic on D Street. We heard from those residents;
cutting through the neighborhood and also how difficult it is to make some of the left turns out of the C, D and E
street areas.
We also touched on access, obviously right now getting in and out of Riverside Landing isn’t the easiest thing in
the world to do, some of the movements are restricted and you have to use those side streets to make some of
them. Also, to the south of the project, the Crown Street area, it is an area that has been identified by the City
as room for potential re-development or improvement, but it is tough to get in and out of that area. The City just
constructed the Park & Ride at 25 Crown Street with the thought that potentially that could be a rail station in
the future. So again facilitating access to that area.
We also heard about an interest in gaining more access to the river by pedestrians being able to get down to
the top of the levee and access the path that is down there, having something better defined. In terms of
aesthetics, we did hear how about it is not the most aesthetically pleasing gateway into the City. We also heard
from the local neighborhood, some of their concerns about it, they felt that they’ve lost some amenities over the
past few years as some of those other projects have gone through. A skate park was relocated, some trees
were cut for Riverside Landing; so we did hear from them that they see this project as a way for them to
improve the aesthetics of their neighborhood as well, so doing that in addition to the intersection improvement.
Again, Riverwalk had some interesting ideas about a community garden and dog park and things of that nature
as well.
Chairman O’Brien
Excuse Mr. Colburn if I may. Mr. Colburn and I discussed at the beginning of the meeting, we felt it would be
best that while he has the tile up and the subject is fresh and hot, if there are any committee members that do
have questions, please be recognized and I will allow it at that particular time so he can explain while he is on
the particular subject. Thank you Mr. Colburn.
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Mr. Colburn Thank you for pointing that out, I forgot to say that. So we take all that information and develop a
Purpose & Need Statement; really what that is, is it is a bar that we then measure our alternatives against. Our
Purpose & Need was to improve mobility through the area, not only for vehicles but for pedestrians, bicyclists
and transit as well as improving the aesthetics. Again that statement was what we were measuring our
alternatives against.
So again the purpose: to improve mobility, improve access and that access ties in with facilitating adjacent land
use, again not adversely impacting traffic and then providing an aesthetically pleasing gateway. That one,
again, even ties into adding some amenities for the neighborhood.
The need for the project has been identified as there is daily traffic congestion, a lack of bicycle and pedestrian
accommodations; merging vehicles create a safety issue in addition to some of the speeds that are occurring
out there. There is limited access to the Crown Street and Riverside Landing Developments. And again it is
not a very pleasing gateway to the City.
So just to touch on some of the previous studies, this is a matrix that the 2015 study that was done by another
consultant prepared and they looked at a wide range of alternatives from just more or less keeping what is out
there, they looked at different signalized intersection operations. They looked at turning the roads in the area to
one-way, making Bridge Street one-way and making East Hollis one-way in the opposite direction to make sort
of a larger loop. Most of those were dismissed as part of that study. One of the options, a round-about was I
guess somewhat accepted and then later was dismissed so there was a little bit of confusion about would it
work? One of the first things that we did was we conducted new traffic counts and modeled how a round-about
would operate at this intersection and found that it would not operate very well.
To summarize it, traffic is coming from a lot of different directions and in a round-about, really a heavy
movement can dominate a round-about situation because there is only yield signs creating gaps. If you want to
control and make sure everyone has equal share, you really need a traffic light to dictate that to them. There
are a lot of situations where roundabouts work because the traffic flow, one movement creates gaps for the next
leg so that leg can get on which can create gaps for the next leg. Here, with such heavy movements coming in
and out of Hudson, certain movements would just dominate the situation; most notably traffic coming out of
Hudson would virtually have nobody opposing them. So very little people would be coming around to make a
left say into Riverside Landing. So especially in the morning as that flow of traffic is pouring out of Hudson
heading to East Hollis Street, the people on Bridge Street would basically have no chance to get out. The
model showed that the queue of traffic got very much longer than it is today. For those reasons, not meeting
the “don’t make traffic worse” bar that we had set, the roundabouts were dismissed and were not carried
forward as part of this study.
What we did determine is we really need a traffic signal to control it, to control the traffic. The first alternative
we looked at really is just looking at the way it operates today and making enhancements for pedestrian and
bicycle facilities. As I go through these alternatives, I am going I am going to show four slides for each one. So
the first one is more is more or less an engineering plan view, this is what this project would construct. The
following slide will show what a connection to Crown Street would look like. Now this project is not going to
build that connection but as we had identified access as one of the goals we wanted to make sure that what
was being built could accommodate a connection to Crown Street should the City decide to make that in the
future.
The following slides will show what landscape alternatives opportunities there are for each alternative. The first
one will be what this project can afford to construct and what is eligible through the funding source that we
have. The second slide is a more robust landscaping / street-scaping plan that shows you the potential that
each alternative presents. So there will be things that are shown such as a kid play park, community garden,
those won’t be constructed as part of this project and they don’t necessarily have to be that specific use, we just
wanted to show and demonstrate what potential is involved in each alternative. And Jonathan from our
Landscape Architect will go through those two slides in detail.
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This is alternative 1, traffic operates the same as it does today. We have added bike lanes along all of the
movements and we have also added sidewalk along each of the legs as well.
Alderman McCarthy
This plan doesn’t change travel lanes at all, right? It changes pedestrian and bike amenities solely and some
landscaping?
Mr. Colburn

Yes that is correct.

Alderman Dowd
This alternative wouldn’t affect the traffic back up at all either?
Mr. Colburn Correct, but I do want to point out as we go through this that if the sole goal of this project were to
move traffic, than this would be probably be the preferred alternative because the situation that is out there
today processes the traffic most efficiently that’s there. The main thing right now from Bridge Street coming
from Hudson continuing on Bridge Street, through this intersection there is no traffic light so those people flow
freely. They do have to stop at the signal at D Street which doesn’t have a lot of demand right now. But for the
most part, they have a free movement.
Similarly heading into Hudson on East Hollis Street, that movement has no light through this area. So again for
this intersection this option process is the most amount of traffic. When you look at the potential to add a Crown
Street connection all this alternative can offer is a right in, right out drive, similar to the driveway that is currently
going to Riverfront Landing. People who want to head back to the City or coming from Hudson who want to get
into the Crown Street area would have to do the movements that they are doing today, either Allds or Arlington
Street which are signalized and those signals are pretty much at capacity now. So this did not score very high
on the improved access.
Jonathan will touch a little bit as we get into the next side, but as you go through these just see that how the
green space is provided. This does provide a fair amount of green space through the intersection area but it is
divided into four quadrants and really these middle pieces, well the two kinds of middle triangles of green space
are really difficult to access under this alternative.
Jonathan Law Good evening I am Jonathan Law with Carol Johnson Associates, we are landscape architects
and we have been part of this team from the initial stages of the project. I am going to talk a little bit about the
landscape design now. We are going to have two slides for each one, the first slide will be the basic design
which is basically in laymen terms what the project can pay for. The second slide, as Brian mentioned earlier
will show what the vision for this area could be, which would mean some money input by the City. The criteria
for the full buildout, let’s call it, is based on the Steering Committee meeting feedback that we received. So for
example as Brian earlier mentioned, people talked about dog parks, playgrounds, community gardens,
connections to the river and just gateway element and more open green space for people in the surrounding
neighborhoods to enjoy.
This first slide you will see that there are new sidewalks through some open green spaces in the larger central
islands. The two islands to the north and the south are just grassed islands with some street trees. In this
option we have 62 shade trees, and they are dotted along the roadways and then also in the central areas.
Now street trees perform a few important things and elements in terms of streetscape design; what they do,
street trees is they help to slow down traffic. There are studies being undertaken that show that street trees
help to slow down traffic which is what we’d like to do in certain parts of this site. Also you will notice that there
are two existing buildings that are going to remain and as I mentioned before there is kind of a pedestrian
sidewalk loop that goes from the western green space into the eastern green space and then there is a
connection down to the river.
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So this is the full buildout slide of what you could get if this was a master plan with money input from the City.
You will see on the western island or we will call that the western island closest to E Street is a community
garden so that is a place where residents or local people can have a plot and plant vegetables, flowers, things
like that. Adjacent to that and again this would service the neighborhood is a Children’s Playground. There is a
flagpole that again is in that western island and then we have obviously significantly greened it up with more
planting, street trees. We have also graded areas so when you are within the community garden and the
playground, if we berm those areas up and heavily plant them, you won’t realize that there is a pretty significant
vehicular traffic route going by you. So you will be enjoying the pedestrian space and not feel as though you
are surrounded by vehicular traffic movements in all directions.
Then if we go the western island, the western portion, we have another pedestrian loop that again is heavily
planted and the idea of that is it is again open green space/dog park which is another thing that people
mentioned that they were interested in. One other thing that we did some preliminary costing of this effort and
the City dollar amount to produce something like this would be roughly $620,000.00.
Chairman O’Brien
I do have a question and it would be with the community garden and playground, I imagine that some people
are going to take their cars to that location to enjoy their visit. So the parking would be on E Street itself then,
there is no designated parking area with this?
Mr. Law Correct. We also, because the feedback received was important spaces for people to enjoy we didn’t
want to take those spaces up by providing additional parking. We spoke to the local neighborhood and they
said that people can park on those streets and it shouldn’t be an issue.
Mr. Colburn Alright, Brian Colburn again, I will just highlight the decision matrix here we will start to go through
that, that we left on everybody’s desk. We will get into a little more later but I did want to point out a few things
as you start to look at it. The traffic operations, level of service, you will see letters there, that is how we grade
in engineering how traffic performs. It is a lot like school, A is really good traffic with virtually no delay and F is
you are starting to experience delay you cannot tolerate anymore. So I did want to point out that. Then it just
kind of highlights some of the major points that we have identified for each alternative as it relates to mobility,
access, traffic, aesthetics and what it can offer the neighborhood.
Again this is a rendering that was done of what a little park and community garden could look like, E Street is
the background and East Hollis Street is on your left so it is kind of looking from the middle of the intersection
back into the City. As I said before, these were presented at a public meeting back in August and what we
heard was some pros for this alternative is obviously it is a familiar traffic pattern so people won’t getting
confused. Impacts during construction wouldn’t be too significant as we would mostly be widening the road a
little to provide space for bicyclists and then reconstructing the sidewalks. Some cons we heard are why spend
any money if the intersection isn’t going to change. This option doesn’t do anything to improve the merging
traffic situation on East Hollis Street coming into the City. And D Street would continue to see cut-through traffic
as that is the only way people can get into Riverside Landing coming from East Hollis Street.
Alderman McCarthy
Looking at the alternatives and the cost, with no change to the foot print how does this alternative work out to be
$2.3 million dollars? Is that because we are re-building all the road that is existing there?
Mr. Colburn Yes we did assume that whatever road we touched we would fully reconstruct and try to leverage
as much of federal and state money as we can to make the roads as best as we can and that is consistent
through the three.
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Alderman Dowd
Two questions – 1) In any of these alternatives and particularly in one did we look at widening Hollis and Bridge
Streets? And if we did, I know the biggest part of the problem with congestion is you are taking traffic going out
of Nashua in the evening and it gets bogged down in Hudson. Is Hudson thinking about doing anything to
improve it on their side?
Mr. Colburn So just last year, Hudson implemented for lack of a better term “smarter traffic signal system” for
their triangle area of signals. So they have really optimized that as best they can without doing significant work.
So there is nothing in any planning stage right now to improve Hudson beyond what they have today.
To answer your question about widening the roadways, we did look at possibly widening Bridge Street to have
two lanes heading into Hudson to try to cut that queue down and get more people through the light. The
concern we had with that is right now as you get on to the bridge, you have one lane from East Hollis and you
have one lane from Bridge Street and there is still a fair amount of mixing of traffic that happens. If we had two
lanes coming from Bridge Street we would really have to make East Hollis Street yield to them in that situation
because you wouldn’t want them darting across two lanes of traffic, because a lot of people want to be in the
left lane as they head into Hudson. For that reason we dismissed widening Bridge Street to two lanes. We
didn’t look extensively at widening East Hollis Street to have two lanes extending the two lanes into the City just
because of the right of way impacts were going to be significant at that point.
Alderman Dowd
Right now the way it is configured, right where that traffic light is on the crisscross, when East Hollis and Bridge
Street merge to go across Ferry Street, people coming up East Hollis Street that want to go left when they go
into Hudson try to merge left right there and vice versa on the Bridge Street, they want to take a right to go to
South Hudson. So it is a crisscross and that is a nightmare, so somehow we should be looking at fixing that
some way.
Mr. Colburn Noted, that is a problem. So we did start to look at some alternatives, Alternative 2 came about,
this started really with the roundabout idea but when we realized that it wasn’t going to work, kind of kept a
circular traffic pattern and just put signals at every corner. That is how traffic would operate here, so if you were
on Bridge Street wanting to head to Ferry Street in Hudson you would come through this traffic signal, take a
left at another traffic signal and then continue on. If you are on Bridge Street coming in there would be a traffic
signal here to let Riverside Landing come in, you could either continue straight on Bridge Street, take a left,
again another traffic light and then come in down East Hollis Street.
What this does is it gives pretty much full access to Riverfront Landing. So you wouldn’t need a signal at D
Street anymore because now you could either take the right and access Bridge Street or this way to East Hollis
Street and it even gives you now that left hand movement going through three traffic signals to head out on
Ferry Street. Also, coming from East Hollis Street and heading into Riverfront Landing, you would have a light
here but then you’d be able to take this little road, a new road here and access it this way. It does improve on
the access aspect, it does add some lanes because now we are stopping traffic.
For instance here, the people that were on Bridge Street that used to go straight through, they have to stop at
this light now. People on East Hollis Street that used to stay straight through, they have to stop at a light now.
So those two movements, as you will see in the decision matrix, those particular movements and levels of
service are decreased because they were free-flowing before and now we’ve made them stop. Granted, we
have tried to keep those cycle lengths, you know the traffic lights as short as we can, and they would be
coordinated so if you are on Bridge Street and you are heading out of the City this would be green the same
time and this would be green so it’s not like you would get stuck one light to the next. But it does add delay to
their trip; it decreases delay for some other trips. So right now if you are coming out of Riverfront Landing, you
are at the mercy basically of somebody letting you in, now you’d have your own light. So their level of service
gets a lot better.
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Chairman O’Brien
I do have a question on the lighting and you said “smart lighting” that Hudson had improved to. Is that going to
be something like that we are going to get the optimum, and is that going to be included in this project where
probably like a computer enhanced system, they will talk to each other, can be adjusted for peak flow times and
everything else, correct?
Mr. Colburn Yes. This will be state-of-the-art.
Chairman O’Brien
In the E Street cutover as you come from Bridge Street to cut over to East Hollis Street there, I know there are
two lanes and to me, does it have to be two lanes to go back over to Ferry Street, that’s usually for people who
make a mistake am I correct. Nobody is going to cross the bridge to go back over, right? So the majority of
traffic would they not take that cut-through to get onto East Hollis Street.
Mr. Colburn You are talking about this section here?
Chairman O’Brien
That section there.
Mr. Colburn Why is it so wide? So even though these will be smart, there is the potential that some people
may jump the yellow through this first signal and then get stuck in here. There also would be people coming out
of Riverfront Landing, they are not going to get a nice green cycle to get through, so if they are going into
Hudson they are probably going to get stopped here. If this were only two lanes through here, and you get 10
or 15 cars stuck at that light, now they’ve blocked everybody that wants to make the bridge to East Hollis
movement. So that’s why it is four lanes. That was a good question.
An interesting aspect of this alternative is when you add Crown Street connection into the equation it adds
another light so now you are up to four lights for this alternative. The traffic model shows things working ok, this
doesn’t make traffic worse, so the way we measured that is just looking at the back of queue so the back of the
stacked up traffic during the peak hour. This would produce similar queue lengths as to what exist today. So
we wouldn’t be backing up traffic into Hudson as part of this, we wouldn’t be backing up traffic more on Bridge
Street than what is already occurring.
Chairman O’Brien
Follow up on the future Crown Street connection, today it does exist if you look down closer to the levee and it
is a roundabout way, but that is still Crown Street I am assuming and it comes out. So it could go to the most
western light and you can put a lane there and you could receive the same advantage, correct?
Mr. Colburn Well that would be a really tough right hand turn because you are basically heading due west and
have to throw a U-turn to get headed in the right direction along the traffic.
Alderman O’Brien
Because of the existing property that is there.
Mr. Law So in terms of landscape for this option, one thing that jumps out is that the green space closest to the
adjacent neighborhood is very small, I’m sorry Jonathan Law again. It creates some problematic issues with it
being a small thin space. It can’t really be programmed that well. What the basic option provides some street
trees, lawn areas and that is about it. The City, for this option would have to contribute around $80,000.00 to
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get this basic option. The reason that is, is to construct all this roadway takes more of the initial budget than you
saw in the previous version. Even to get this very basic, 30 shade trees and the lawn areas would still require
some monies from the City.
If we go to the full build again we are keeping the same attributes, the park, the dog park, the children’s play
are. You will notice that we the community garden that is closest to E Street and then we have a smaller tot lot.
Again as I mentioned before the issues with that is that because the space is so restricted there we have to
have the children’s play area in the middle section. If someone goes down there with two children and one is a
smaller child and then one is older age, then there is some separation, so again, it is not ideal.
We will have the same attributes we’ve got some open green space that is significantly screened from the major
vehicular arteries. We have the dog park and open green space on the western section but again it is just a
rather broken up design in terms of pedestrian connection and pedestrian movements in this area.
The next slide you will see is a rendering where we are basically hovering over E Street looking at the new
roadway to the east and so then this is the small tot lot and then the community garden.
Alderman O’Brien
If we can go back one slide, my question would be the number 3, that is listed is a sewer intercept building with
the City. I know it is not the optimum topography because it goes down into a hill. However, did you give any
consideration for the park at that location and maybe to have parking where it is a larger area? Again with the
buildup of the trees to isolate so you are not getting into the noise. Did you consider that large area there
Mr. Law Yes but what we heard from the local community and they were more in favor of providing amenities
that they could walk to, so closer to the neighborhood. So if someone is on C Street, they can still walk to the
areas are closer. If we move across to the western side, then not only is that further pedestrian movement for
them to make but we are also asking them to cross two fairly major roadways. So if you go with your children
that is obviously a concern to parents so that is the reason that we try to keep the things that involve much
closer to the neighborhood.
Alderman Dowd
In all of these alternatives, I may have missed it, did you do a full traffic study analysis?
Mr. Colburn Yes.
Alderman Dowd
So it just seems to me that if we start putting in pedestrian cross walks that have a button to stop traffic it is
going to slow things down. Is that taken into account when you are grading the traffic flow?
Mr. Colburn Yes, the letters we are presenting here are for a cycle when no pedestrian phase is pushed so the
button isn’t pushed; we can generate those numbers but I should point out that I believe that there is a button
there today. I don’t think it is used very often but there is a button there today across those roads.
Alderman Dowd
The largest number of concerns that I’ve received in phone calls about this entire intersection is morning and
evening rush hour traffic. Everybody feels it is impossible so I was hoping that whatever we do to this
intersection would fix that to some degree as opposed to making it any worse. I’m not as concerned about the
landscaping and amenities, although it would be a nicer gateway into Nashua, but if we don’t fix the traffic flow
you know, spending a lot of money and not getting the desired result from the taxpayers.
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Mr. Colburn I can address that to have we rate it, the three alternatives together. So what we heard from
Alternative Two is that nobody seemed to like it; didn’t get any pros really mentioned at our public meeting for
that option. Some cons were that it needed three traffic lights and even needed a fourth in the future should a
Crown Street connection happen, more delay for vehicles and a lot of people found the layout to be confusing,
they were concerned that people weren’t going to know how to get through the intersection.
Chairman O’Brien
Excuse Mr. Colburn, I’d welcome the Chairman of the Planning & Economic Development Committee,
Alderwoman Melizzi-Golja at 19:47. Welcome.
Alderwoman Melizzi-Golja
Thank you and I apologize I hope you got the message I had a Neighborhood Watch Meeting. Thank you.
Mr. Colburn You are just in time for the third alternative.
Alderwoman Melizzi-Golja
Which I must say, I was at your Dr. Crisp presentation, so I have seen some of this.
Mr. Colburn Oh okay, good. So Alternative Three is actually one of the alternatives that was studied back in
2015. It uses two traffic signals to facilitate the movements. Again we are keeping all the traffic movements
that are there today and adding full access for the Riverfront Landing. So again with this alternative you’d be
able to eliminate the signal at D Street as well. So just to trace the movements, these are a little bit easier but if
you are Bridge Street heading to Hudson, you come out to the first light and you make a right and then you
make a left. Again those signals would be coordinated for Bridge Street heading into the City on East Hollis you
get in the left two lanes and then you are in the right two lanes to make that movement.
Again when you compare this to what is happening today, the people that are on Bridge Street that want to stay
on Bridge Street have a signal. They wouldn’t have a signal on D Street so that is somewhat not captured in
the levels of service we have listed here, we have eliminated a light for them and just kind of moved it over to
the Riverfront Landing driveway. For East Hollis Street heading into Hudson, again that movement right now,
no light, there would be a light for them under this scenario. We have mitigated that backup of traffic there by
having two lanes going.
So this is an option where we can now have two lanes on Bridge Street and two lanes on East Hollis that go
into Hudson. So some of that getting in the right lane can occur kind of to the west of the intersection; if you
know you want to be in the left lane when you are heading into Hudson as you are coming down Bridge Street
and we split into two lanes, you can select the left turn lane at that point and stay in that lane. It is the same if
you are coming from East Hollis Street, as you split at that first light you can get in your assigned lane and then
when you go green, you are not worried about any traffic coming in from Bridge Street and having to mix with
them. So that does help that situation.
Alderman McCarthy
I have a couple questions about this one. First it just seems like there is a tremendous amount of conflicting
motion on the north/south segment because everybody wants to get to the other side of that from the one they
are on. Are we sure that doesn’t ever back up?
Mr. Colburn In actually the Bridge Street to East Hollis Street, they only have to go through this one light so it
is fairly similar to their movement today because they are only getting a signal to conflict with the Bridge Street
traffic. We have added the driveway traffic from Riverfront Landing but we are not expecting that to be a lot.
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Alderman McCarthy
I guess what I worry about is if when the light to Hudson is red for traffic that came from Bridge Street, is the
traffic going to be back up or cross the lane so that the west bound traffic can’t get through to East Hollis
Street?
Mr. Colburn That is why these two will be linked. So this one when this goes red, this one will stay green a
little bit longer to make sure those cars can clear out. This storage area is really only for the Riverfront Landing
people who come out because they will have to kind of take two steps get across. They will get a green here
then they will have to sit and wait their turn but for those major movements they will be coordinated so it flows
right through.
Alderman McCarthy
The other question I had from looking at it, is there enough right of way to make the storage lane for the left turn
from East Hollis Street a dedicated left turn and still have two through lanes? What I worry about is if you get
one car stuck there because the north/south segment is backed up getting into Riverside Landing, it is going to
close one of the lanes to Hudson probably at the worst part of the day.
Mr. Colburn So you are talking about these two lanes here? So they are phased, these lanes both go and
there is nobody that the person making a left would have to yield to. A lot of traditional signals, if you have a
green arrow and you want to make a left you’ve got to wait.
Alderman McCarthy
Right I guess I am just wondering how are the lights phased between there and the one at the top for the traffic
getting into Riverfront Landing, can that lane every fill up.
Mr. Colburn Our model doesn’t show it filling up, it is something we could explore. It’s not so much a right of
way issue right here it’s more the grade of Crown Street starts to drop off as East Hollis Street climbs up. We do
have a median here, a raised median separating the two. To put that left turn lane in we would probably have to
get rid of the median and I think it is important to have that especially down here to make sure people aren’t
making an illegal left into E Street or people on people on E Street trying to dart out across traffic.
As we go to the Crown Street connection scenario where basically everything would be set up so all the City
would have to build is really this roadway, when they came. But if development or the traffic on this road was
more than we have anticipated now, it would be fairly easy just to add another lane here at that time to make
sure that any of that storage traffic wouldn’t back up.
Alderwoman Melizzi-Golja
I am a regular traveler between 7:50 and 8:05 in the morning from East Hollis Street into Hudson using Ferry
Street, going over. And I have to say that is probably one of the busiest times going over and I never have a
problem with traffic merging from Bridge Street. People seem to know how to do that, but my concern is how is
this light, this southern light for East Hollis/Ferry Street how is that going to be timed with the light in Hudson?
Because I think that is a bigger issue, getting over there and the timing of the lights in Hudson; there are some
mornings when I am backed up almost into Nashua on the bridge. And recently most mornings I am off the
bridge and half-way to the light before the traffic stops. But that is my bigger concern, what is happening on the
Hollis side for all of this because I think that is going to impact what happens over here with congestion.
Mr. Colburn So as we continue design we are going to have to continue to coordinate with Hudson to make
sure that – I’m not sure these signals will get physically linked but I am sure there are things we can do that can
sense what is coming from Hudson, you know, put a sensor in the pavement that if the queue is all the way over
the bridge, then we would probably shut off the Bridge Street movement at that point just because we wouldn’t
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want to flood and jam up the middle of the intersection. We want to make sure we keep it free for people
coming out of Hudson or else the whole thing might go into gridlock. So there are going to be some sensors
and detectors that we need to put in to make that happens; we keep talking to Hudson, if we can get
coordinated with them and synced up with part of their system that will be something we explore.
Alderwoman Melizzi-Golja
Ok because if I may Mr. Chairman, there are the 3 lights over there in that triangular layout that Hudson I have
to say has done some work on so traffic flows much more smoothly now than it did 18 months ago. I think it is
going to be critical to have this tied in and I know I have spoken to some people from Hudson and they may
even be watching this once it has aired and they are very interested in what is going on. And as you know
people have come to the previous meetings from Hudson.
Mr. Colburn Yes the Town Engineer from Hudson attended our Public Alternatives Workshop and he has been
invited to all of our Steering Committee Meetings and has attended a few.
Mr. Law So in terms of landscape design this is probably the preferred option because what it does is it
creates two smaller parks; the two areas create two parks basically for the local neighborhood and people who
want to go down there. You will see in this basic option we are getting 40 shade trees, some new lawn areas,
flag pole, some pedestrian light fixtures which means people can use these walkways at nighttime, a couple of
benches and some trash receptacles. That would be zero cost in dollars to the City; this would come from the
project itself.
If we go to the full vision, the full build again you can see on the western side we’ve got a pretty well developed
and well engaged park space. We have a tot lot, we have a children’s playground, so they are close together
so they can be used by the same family, we have the community garden and again the grading around these
areas and the planting makes it feel as though you are in a space that is not surrounded by significant vehicular
travel movements. If we go to the eastern side we have the dog park/open green space, pedestrian walkway
system and then connections down to the Merrimack River.
In terms of landscape this is obviously the preferred option and that is what came out from all the meetings we
attended and when we presented this one, the local neighborhood was pretty excited about this option. It also
serves as a great gateway into the City as well and if you go the next slide …
Alderman McCarthy
I understand that we don’t want to put parking in specifically for the open space, but my question would be
where does Park & Rec put a truck when they are doing maintenance?
Mr. Colburn I can answer that, it would be off of E Street, it is adjacent to E Street, E Street does have onstreet parking right now. The City could if we wanted to increase parking we could go to angled parking on E
Street to more or less double the number of parking spaces at that point. We did reach out to NH DOT to see if
an improvement like that would be eligible under our project, the funding and they said, “Unfortunately, no”. So
parking improvements on E Street that would be something that the City would have to fund.
Alderman McCarthy
So the access road that goes down to the pump house for example on the east parcel, if there were enough
space on there for Park & Rec to park there when working on it, I think that would be superior to having them
trying to park reasonable sized pieces of equipment on D Street.
Mr. Colburn Yes certainly Park & Rec could use the pump house driveway.
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Alderman McCarthy
Just when we do it I’d like to make sure that we put a way for them to use that and turn around.
Chairman O’Brien
And if I may follow up on the amenities for the toddler park and everything I know this is going to be added to
the cost, do you recommend fencing where it is heavily trafficked area so that we can keep the safety of our
children in there?
Mr. Law So the Community Gardens, the Tot Lot and the playground would be fenced in and I just want to
point out that the total bill cost approximately for this is $721,000.00.
Alderwoman Melizzi-Golja
I just have a question, the piece where the Tot Lot and the community gardens will be, so on the west parcel,
how does that compare in size to what is there currently?
Mr. Colburn So on the decision matrix here, there is a row for aesthetics and then green space and we have
summarized the size of each piece of green space that is there now. So right now, there is that triangle that is
adjacent to E Street is .8 acres. When we square this off it becomes 1 acre of green space, so it is fairly goodsized.
Alderwoman Melizzi-Golja
What does the slope of that look like compared to what is there now, because now it kind of comes down a little
and dips down so is this all going to be raised, is it going to be more level with the street. What are envisioning
there?
Mr. Law Jonathan Law again, we haven’t gotten into that much detail but I would probably think we would
grade it somewhat flat with the exception of the sides that of those areas that we would berm up, as I spoke
about earlier, to help screen traffic. Obviously the playground and the community gardens need to be fairly flat
but we could have some topography or some grading in the open lawn areas, but the majority of it would be flat.
Alderman Caron
Could you just repeat what the City’s cost would be to upgrade that particularly the playground area?
Mr. Law The cost for the whole thing is approximately $721,000.00. We are carrying an allowance for the
playground of $200,000.00, the Tot Lot is $50,000.00 allowance; and the community garden is $80,000.00.
Alderman Caron
So the rest is ours? The rest the City would have to pick up that cost, right?
Mr. Law For this to build this entire thing the cost would be $721,000.00 but if you just wanted to do those
specific items then it would be $250,000.00 and $80,000.00.
Alderman McCarthy
When we first looked at the existing condition and you mentioned green space I sort of snickered because it is
more brown space than anything. The question that brings up is if we landscape that, does it need irrigation as
well or do we think it can actually sustain itself? It doesn’t seem to now.
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Mr. Law Jonathan Law again, so with any landscape that you design there is always going to be additional
maintenance ok? And the City understands that from the conversations we have had. For a lawn area to
succeed it is best level, generally it needs some kind of irrigation so you are correct on that assumption.
However the planted areas so the shrubs and trees, we can choose species that are native or drought tolerant
so once they become established they won’t need any additional irrigation. So for lawn areas, probably yes
some irrigation and some additional treatment so it doesn’t turn into a bed of weeds. But in terms of all the
other spaces that are landscaped I don’t think we would need irrigation.
Alderman Dowd
Two things, first if we do irrigation is there any chance since we have a river right there to use water from the
river?
Mr. Colburn No the dike is heavily regulated going through that, I don’t know if it is an Act of Congress but
pretty close.
Alderman Dowd
So again being in proximity to the river, any chance of digging a well?
Mr. Colburn Yes we could look at that, we haven’t yet.
Alderman Dowd
My original question was I see we have some kind of monument saying you are coming into the City. Years
ago on Daniel Webster Highway south there used to be gates because this is the Gate City. None of our other
major accesses to Nashua have any kind of indication like that. If we are going to put something there I would
hope it would reflect the Gate City, like a gate. I don’t know how much the expense is, but unless we are going
to do something at the other major intersections I am not sure there is a point to putting it in.
Mr. Law So I guess in answer to that question, the Gateway element that I structured was the least, I don’t
know if preferred is the right word, but it was the one thing that people weren’t too concerned about or overly
enthusiastic about including. As someone mentioned earlier, we are saying that this whole site is the gateway,
you don’t really specifically a structure or an element. What you are creating here could be seen as the
gateway into the City.
Alderwoman Melizzi-Golja
I just want to make a comment to that. As I look at this and I’m sure a few other people sitting around the
horseshoe as they look at it, I would see incorporating some sculptures from our Sculpture Symposium into this
and kind of extending this is who we are in Nashua and this is part of our branding, our signature, whatever. So
I would see a maybe a couple of sculptures ending up there eventually.
Mr. Law There is plenty of space for public art, for sure.
Alderman O’Brien
I know exactly what Alderman Dowd is talking about, the City of Manchester and my past being on the Great
American Downtown we did look at identifying with some form of archway or gate but I think that could be done
perhaps at a later time and nobody has come up with the name of this wonderful facility that could be “Gateway
Park”.
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Mr. Law So just one thing I want to point out that the beauty of these two spaces is that they could be phased.
You could do the western side first and leave the eastern side as just a green lawn area and do that at a
different time. We gave this cost to do everything at once but you don’t have to do that.
Alderman Lopez
Just because everyone else is getting their bid on amenities I want to suggest a public piano and maybe three
dozen green bicycles.
Mr. Colburn So we did hear some positive feedback of Alternative Three. A lot of people in attendance really
liked the green space that it maximized, even though we were adding a signal, they felt the layout was familiar
to people, there wouldn’t be a lot of confusion with the change. One of the cons that was noted is there would
be delay for some of the vehicles moving through the intersection.
I am just going to briefly go through these slides; we did a quick survey at the end of our public meeting to try to
give us a sense of who were in the room. There were some design elements that we are going to need some
direction on later on so we did ask some questions here. The numbers in parenthesis are actually people that
responded to our on-line survey and the other numbers are the results of the poll we took that night. So just
some results about when we asked the question about walking or bicycling through the project area, pretty good
mix there. The best location to the green space, heavy preference for putting it next to the river, not much
preference for in the middle.
The mention of a path down to the river that was mentioned earlier on, a lot of support for that, somehow having
a defined way to get from the East Hollis / Bridge Street area down to the top of the levee.
Alderman O’Brien
I don’t see how that could be feasible because of the topography again, isn’t that a good 30 foot stone drop? It
was built as a levee due to the results of the 1936 flooding.
Mr. Colburn We have looked at the grading and we can fit a path that starts more or less across from the
driveway to the pump house and is about 5% grade. So people in wheelchairs would be able to use it and can
get down to the levee in that distance.
Alderman O’Brien
So I was concerned going from the levee down to the riverfront.
Mr. Colburn It can be deceiving because when you are the top of the levee and you look to the top of the
bridge, it is quite a big distance but Ferry Street is actually coming back down so as long as we start our path
farther back it is actually not that great a distance to the levee.
Alderman Jette
Rather than incurring a lot of expense trying to provide access to the river from this location, why can’t we take
advantage of you know to the south, adjacent to the river to the south there is a roadway with a kind of
roundabout looking thing that is already there. There is more access to parking, it would seem to be easier to
provide access to that levee from there than it would to try to combine it with this project. Yes, right there.
Mr. Colburn One part of the answer to that question is this project wouldn’t be able to fund that improvement.
Because of our funding source we are pretty tied into staying within the more or less right of way that we have
right so if we start going and having our path down another street say down here, that would probably become
the City would have to fund itself. And honestly when we heard from the neighborhood, I’m sure right now it is
probably easy to get over that way but everybody sees it as a barrier. So people kind of see this as the area to
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get to and then from there get to the river. It never came up during the public meetings about going down the
side road to get to the river. It is something we can look as we move forward though.
Alderman O’Brien
If you look where the Merrimack River with the arrow again that is the stone for that levee that is non-really
navigable for most people. That levee is quite high but there is an access point and I am probably looking over
at Alderman McCarthy because the Private Rowing Club does have river access just a little bit farther down
from that.
Alderman McCarthy
I was looking because I don’t think we own any of the property down there so I don’t know if we can use it for
access.
Alderman Jette
I don’t think they were anticipating when they were talking about providing access, they are not talking about the
river, they are talking about the levee, that little path that is on the top of the levee. I don’t think anybody is
anticipating climbing down the levee into the water.
Alderman Lopez
Just the levee, not the river.
Mr. Colburn The top of the levee to kind of enjoy the view of the river.
Alderwoman Melizzi-Golja
Where the purple line is on the south side of Ferry Street so right there parallel to it is where you are looking at
the path going down to the levee to the path of the levee? No, going Ferry Street. Yes so the path is going to
be there?
Mr. Colburn That green space between the purple, which would be the sidewalk at the Ferry Street level,
between that sidewalk and what exists now is Crown Street. That’s where the path would go.
Alderwoman Melizzi-Golja
So the purple is going to be the sidewalk, correct? Could that path be moved to the north side of Ferry Street.
Mr. Colburn It could.

Alderwoman Melizzi-Golja
And I’m only thinking that you are going to be putting this green space in and people will be there and then they
wouldn’t be crossing traffic?
Mr. Colburn If you look at the scenario before a Crown Street Extension is built, providing the pathway down
the middle would require people crossing kind of five lanes of traffic that connects the two signals.
Alderwoman Melizzi-Golja
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I wasn’t thinking about the path there I was just thinking on the other side of Ferry Street but there is also the
driveway into the pump station.
Mr. Colburn We are showing a path there as well that’s what that other purple line going down is.
Alderwoman Melizzi-Golja
But not down to the levee.
Mr. Colburn Not down to the levee right now, but that can be something we look into further, maybe combining
those two and do a single path.
Alderwoman Melizzi-Golja
Because I think your thought and my thought are the same, how many lanes of traffic are people crossing to
access this?
Mr. Colburn Right. So I have survey results here This was a pretty exciting survey because everyone had a
clicker like they were on Jeopardy and they clicked and it was instant results, it was pretty fun. We did ask
about what style of lighting, at the meeting they were split evenly between modern fixtures versus something
that looked historic; on-line results leaned more towards the traditional or historic feel. For benches, it was
pretty even at the meeting all of the on-line people wanted historic. Getting into some of that gateway
discussion we just had, again we talked about a big structure, just using lighting, having sculptures as the
gateway, and then just using trees or other landscaping to announce the arrival to the City and a pretty good
majority for the trees. I think one of the good that we noted at our meeting was an over-the-roadway structure
like that can run you $100,000.00 pretty easily, so saving that amount of money is definitely a plus.
This question was asked really just to inform the City about as part of this project do they want to do anything,
any amenities or any amenities in the future what the community was thinking, again pretty evenly split, I mean
playground and community garden, some more support than a dog park or splash pad. We did ask the
question should the signal at D Street be retained, the reason we asked that is Alternative 2 and 3 we don’t
actually need it, but one of the things that we did hear from the public through this process, some people on D
Street kind of like it, not just to access Riverfront Landing but it gives them a chance to get out on to Bridge
Street and make the left and have their own dedicated phase. So we asked the question, Should it be
retained? A lot of people didn’t care, didn’t have an opinion and the majority of the yes/no was more towards
the yes to keep it there. So it is just something to think about as we move into final design about whether or not
we get rid of that signal.
As for where people at our meeting and on line were coming from, the majority were from Nashua, but we did
get some interest from some other municipalities. What types of users were at the meetings, whether residents,
commuters or just there to recreate. Just in building what we call our decision matrix which is this, to have a
single way to measure and compare each, we were comparing again mobility, access, how that access would
affect land use, obviously impacts the traffic, aesthetics, what amenities the neighborhood would benefit from
each alternative and obviously cost and to try to give them a green as being favorable, red as being not
favorable. As you look this matrix you will see Alternatives Two and Three really check a lot of the boxes in
terms of mobility, access and aesthetics, but you don’t see an alternative that solves every traffic issue. That
would require to get green through those areas would require maybe constructing another bridge across the
river somewhere to get traffic to go elsewhere, or doing some sort of bridge over another road scenario,
something that is outside the scope of what we could accomplish with the funding we had.
Alderman McCarthy
Just looking at the matrix, the only thing that looks to be an issue is basically the PM peak traffic to Hudson.
Presumably you can only do a study of what happens at this intersection with projected volumes based on what
is happening today. If that bridge gets to be an F at PM peak, I suspect that more people will start using the
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one in the south and taking alternative routes to get home. Plus there is ultimately the alternative of another
bridge getting built somewhere, I assume if that is north of Nashua that would relieve the problem because
people coming from the south probably use the south bridge already so we can assume that most of the
eastbound pm traffic came from the turnpike north of Nashua.
It seems to me from just looking at it that Alternative Three makes the most sense; Alternative Two makes the
most sense from the traffic perspective at that intersection but it doesn’t seem to be very popular with the
people who live there or use it. The conditions are better in Alternative Three than they are in either do nothing
or Alternative One. So that would seem to be the obvious choice is I think the conclusion you have reached.
Mr. Colburn Yes so as we discussed this with the Steering Committee and coming up with a preferred
alternative, one thing that was discussed was this traffic analysis is just at this intersection. The people
traveling through this area are experiencing delay both in Nashua, through the signals on Bridge Street or East
Hollis Street and coming in and out of Nashua and their three signals. So there already is delay, we analyzed
Allds and Arlington when we were part of the Park & Ride project; we looked at the traffic there. We are aware
of the traffic study in Hudson. There are F’s occurring in the corridor now. I think what we’ve done in our
analysis is to make sure that this intersection is not the pinch point.
What is controlling flow through this area is really the signals in Hudson, there are a lot more movements, a lot
more traffic happening there. Regardless of which alternative is chosen, I mean that still is going to be, the
Hudson signals are still going to be the signals that control the amount of traffic that get through this area. It
does show that the traffic that is on East Hollis heading to Hudson, right now they don’t experience any delay at
this intersection, they would experience some when we introduce the light, but again they have already just
come through four lights coming out of Nashua heading to Hudson and they are going to experience another
one, two or maybe even three heading into Hudson.
When that was discussed and brought to our attention it was like ok you have to put some of this traffic analysis
into perspective when you look at the whole corridor. So as we discussed with the Steering Committee, just
due to lack of public support, the green space being isolated to the center, Alternative Two was quickly
dismissed and it really came down to Alternative One versus Alternative Three. And that discussion is do you
want to, you know how the traffic operates now, and you know that the way the current set up is it limits future
access to the Crown Street area and it limits access to Riverfront Landing. It requires cut-through traffic
through D Street for that development to get traffic to it. So you are weighing some decrease in levels of
service for some movements against that access. That is how 1 and 3 were compared; when the vote was
taken, it was unanimous that the Steering Committee recommended Alternative 3 as the preferred alternative.
Again, even though they recognized there will be more delay for some of the movements, the benefits of the
aesthetics, the green space and the access outweighed that aspect.
Alderman McCarthy
I wanted to bring this up and maybe get your thought on it, but I think it reaffirms my liking of this plan. It
occurred to me one day when I was looking at this on Google Earth where you can back out a little bit and see
the whole thing. The majority of the problem that we have here is we have two two-lane one-way bridges and
the traffic that is coming off of them needs to cross which is the whole problem with the conflicts there. If in fact
the two bridges were both two-way there would be no problem on our side of the river essentially in getting the
traffic to where it wants to be because you would come across the south bridge if you wanted East Hollis Street
and the north bridge if you wanted Bridge Street.
So it seems like in Hudson there may be a better solution because ultimately they have to fix that mess anyway
and if you get the traffic to the right place on that side of the bridge, then maybe all of this goes away. And I
guess Alternative 3 has the best support for that were it ever to come to pass to just change the bridge locations
around, we might find that we have a few lanes of pavement we don’t need any more but I don’t think there is
anything that goes wrong.
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I think I like this and I am wondering, I’ve discussed that with the Director of NRPC but I haven’t talked to
anybody on this project, so I guess I would ask for some feedback on is there a Hudson side solution that really
solves the problem and how does that interact with what we are doing here?
Mr. Colburn
I’m an engineer so I like to think that there is a solution to every problem, so I’m sure that there is something
that could be done in Hudson. I’m not sure what that is and I don’t know that making both bridges one lane in
each direction would help. There are a lot of people going through this going in a lot of different directions, so
again that is not something I can really offer at this time, sorry.
Alderman Dowd
I like Alternative Three as well, I’m a little concerned with traffic in the morning and in the rush hour. In the rush
hour you have several thousand people who are working at BAE that are going in only one of two directions. A
lot of them come across down Bridge Street and across the highway. That is a problem in the morning they are
coming the other way but not quite all at the same time. If we go with Alternative Three, I think we need to look
at Bridge Street all the way to Main Street to improve that traffic flow because I don’t think it is optimal right now
and certainly the lights are not coordinated. I would hope that if we do Alternative Three that at least that
portion is taken care of by the City.
Alderwoman Melizzi-Golja
I just have a question and I may have missed this so I am going to apologize first if I did. We have a hope that
in the future we will have a train station there, what do we anticipate the increase volume of traffic from that
station coming and going will do to traffic here
Mr. Colburn I don’t know that number off the top of my head. I do know that when we analyzed the
intersections one of the scenarios we looked at was a build out of the Crown Street area. When we are looking
at this scenario we want to make sure that we are accounting for traffic that could potentially come out of this
road. So that not only talked about the train station but even just some under-utilized land that could develop
into something more robust.
We worked with the Regional Planning Commission on that and the City to get an understanding. I want to say
that there are a few hundred cars coming out of that road during the peak hour. Again, there are still other ways
to get out of Crown Street and if you are heading out west on East Hollis, I don’t know you are going to come
down here to do that, you are probably going to use Allds or Arlington as you do today. This is really for traffic
that is getting into the area, it is certainly going to make it easier coming from Hudson and getting back to
Hudson.
So I think our model shows a lot of just right turns coming out of that and then people trying to get to Bridge
Street from the train station.
Alderman Caron
Thank you. As a member of the Steering Committee and not a traffic person but the group as a whole really
took into consideration the needs of the neighbors as well as the fact that you have this huge development of
apartment houses and some of the safety concerns that we were looking at because there will be students
going to Dr. Crisp School, so how would they walk. So they really included a lot of safety features for
pedestrians as well as bike traffic.
The other thing is the neighborhood wanting some kind of green space that they could utilize and so all the
models, there are some costs to the City and we just have to decide how much we want to do and how to do it.
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But I think as a group the consensus was Alternative Three was the best way to go. Yes, granted you have an
extra light or what have you but you’ve got to think about the future as was mentioned, Crown Street could be
built up, there’s that area down in the bottom. My understanding is that someone has bought that building so
we don’t know what is going to happen down the line. So for myself and the feelings that I got from people, this
was the best way to go.
We did talk about going further down East Hollis Street because I think we talked about the parking on both
sides, but that is not part of the funding. We have to work within the scope that we have and utilize that money
the best way that we can. I applaud the work because there was a lot of give and take and back and forth and I
know, as a matter of fact as of today someone asked if we were getting a rotary here and I said, “Absolutely
not”. So I think this is the best way to go and I thank you for inviting me to sit on this committee.
Alderman Jette
I know that this is not part of the scope of your project but you are here and I thought I would take advantage of
your presence to get your opinion. A lot of that traffic is going through BAE on Canal Street. BAE on Canal
Street has a parking problem and the City Transit recently made an arrangement with BAE so that BAE is
renting parking spots at the Park & Ride where the potential train station would be built with the idea that people
from BAE would park there and there’s a bus that runs from there over to BAE and downtown and so the BAE
people can use the parking garages downtown or the Park & Ride and hopefully that will be successful. But I
couldn’t help think of what would be the effect, I can’t help but think it would help the bridge situation and I don’t
know where they would this, but if Hudson built a Park & Ride. I know the City bus system would be happy to
provide a bus to pick people up in Hudson, bring them across the bridge to BAE. I can’t help but think that
would alleviate some of the congestion and I’d appreciate your thoughts whether it would have an important
impact or little impact.
Mr. Colburn Park & Ride anywhere helps traffic and anywhere you can congregate it prior to a pinch point like
this could be beneficial to the traffic. I’m not aware of what percentage of the peak hour traffic is associated
with BAE to say it would drop 5% or 10%. Typically you don’t see a huge drop when you just do a Park & Ride
just because even a large parking lot like Park & Ride we have is 250 spaces, so that is 250 trips you could
potentially reduce down to if one person drives each car and four people leave in one car you are reducing 160
or 170 trips. The amount of traffic going through this intersection now is in the couple thousand range. So it
makes a small dent but not as significant where you would see no delay through the intersection.
Touching on the transit aspect a little bit, one of the other advantages of this is that it would help facilitate some
easier movements for the buses right now. I know their routes don’t come down as far as this area just
because once you get down here it is tough to get back without actually going into Hudson and using that to get
around. So they are pretty excited about having this link here where they could have a route that comes down
East Hollis, swings into the Park & Ride, gets back on East Hollis and then uses this road to head back up the
street. So that would make things a lot easier for them.
Alderman Gidge
Just hypothetical cost and time and speed and lights, if the Riverside Landing was cut off, in other words there
was an alternative to get in and get out of there, what would the hypothetical … could you see savings and time
and money and traffic?
Mr. Colburn I just want to make sure I understand, so if Riverside Landing wasn’t there what would the
project…
Alderman Gidge
I didn’t say that, I said if there was an alternative.
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Mr. Colburn
If there was another way.
Alderman Gidge
Because that coming across the highway is certainly busy, at the present time there would be probably be no
more at a time no more than a hundred cars coming out or going in there but not all at once. But if you’ve got a
major traffic coming over you need a light to stop for them to get out. If you were to have 15 to 20 cars at a time
and a hundred waiting, do you follow? See what I mean time-wise, gas-wise?
Mr. Colburn If they had another way I’d have to go back and look at the actual delay and cost of travel and
things like that.
Alderman Gidge
Because I know that it is not certainly in the budget but if you take a look at that white square type building, I
don’t know if it is for sale, but if we own that, you can see there is a roadway that you are going to building into it
anyway, going in there. If the City owned that, look at that for size for a park or for gardening etc. But putting
that aside, the cost of that light putting that all in there and the time for the traffic and gasoline etc. I mean
nothing is easy. Just trying to look at something to speed the process up, because if you own that, you could
come out and go down D Street or get into from D Street, or if you wanted to get to Hudson or you wanted to
get to almost anywhere this almost looks kind of too easy. This looks very complicated, when you get right here
it right in the midst of everything.
Mr. Colburn I would say one thing we heard, and we were trying to do is make sure that we weren’t relying on
D Street to make any movements. The residents on D Street were pretty clear that they don’t like the cutthrough traffic they are experiencing now.
Alderman McCarthy
I would point out that this is like a five-year-old aerial and that the skate board park that’s on the aerial isn’t
there anymore; there are 200 and some odd units of apartments around a road that connects to that
intersection. This attaches to the plan that we had already implemented to the north, you can’t go back and
make it come out at D Street because they have already built it.
Mr. Colburn That’s correct, yes this area right here the buildings are being occupied right now.
Alderwoman Melizzi-Golja
Just follow up in support of that first meeting the residents of both D and E Streets were very clear that they
wanted to maintain their neighborhood and their sense of community there. Actually when I look at these raised
medians, I think that nicely does that, so people aren’t crossing through and using those streets for cut-through
streets.
Chairman O’Brien
Any further questions? Mr. Colburn do you more on the presentation?
Mr. Colburn I was just checking, I don’t think so, I’ll just put up the website again if you want to see any of our
documents that we have produced through this study. What we are really looking for tonight is just consensus
is that the governing body of the City supports the preferred alternative that has defined.
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Chairman O’Brien
If I may chime in I think that intersection currently needs to be definitely addressed I compliment you and your
crew to look at the three viable solutions. I too have I’ve heard some comments leaning towards number three
and I think I share that thought. I particularly like the potential of the green space area which is always good for
a City of our size. It is definitely needed and I am glad that was included as well. Any other additional
comments from any other members of the Board. Seeing none, I would like to personally thank you for your
presentation to come before us this evening.
PUBLIC COMMENT
James Cutter I am Jim Cutter, 86 Palm Street here in the City. Here is a letter of mine to Alderman O’Brien.
On May 13, 1971 Jim Gilberston was approved for a building permit that did not comply with the Plats
Ordinance NRO Section 36 that demanded actual dimensions for a lot to build on.
At the bottom of the other side of the building permit application is “Applicants are advised that making of a false
statement on this form is a criminal offense”. See RSA 6:638:3 – Tampering with public or private records.
The Gilbertsons are guilty of a misdemeanor. It is very serious because it carries a penalty of jail time. Now we
are looking forward to the removal of the Gilbertson fence and tin shed that had been obstructing our driveway.
Mary is retired from 23 years in the City Clerk Office and I am a United States Air Force Veteran, who after all
these years from 2005 hopes you will believe in us. Sincerely, Jim. Thank you.
Chairman O’Brien
Thank you. At this time if you want to come up and make a public comment that is allowable.
Peter Schaefer My name is Peter Schaefer I live on 15 E Street. Before 15 E Street is right there where that
development we are talking about, the lights and everything. I was part of the committee as well so as you’ve
heard before it was a unanimous vote for number three. The main reason why I wanted to get you to sort of
see what we were thinking is we looked at number one and number one and nobody could figure out number
two. So we looked at number one and number three and of course they both made sense to us because of
what we have now worked.
The thing though is that this area is a mixed industrial development area and that alphabet street, that is all
people living there, that’s also residential there are residential clusters in that area. That whole area is going to
get redeveloped over the years; industrial is no longer working what is left is leaving. A lot of the places down
there are already being sold up for sale and they are large lots and you are going to get a lot of development
down there. I think you need that street going down to Crown Street, you are going to need something there to
help develop that area. It is actually a very beautiful area if you develop it.
I just had a few more comments that some people made is that yes that is an old map and the other thing you
have to consider is that it is not just the Riverside Apartments there is a person who owns most of that property
on that side of the river. He’s got several big buildings there, which has traffic going in, larger trucks as well,
and things like that. So you have to consider how people get in and out of there, it is not just the apartments
there. Someday that is probably all going to get all redeveloped pretty thickly. Now the City owned the property
where the apartments are on now and they also own the property just a little bit off that map, that is also getting
redeveloped that the City is selling to a developer there. There is a golf field there that they are going to leave,
we already lost a skate park.
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The other thing was when it was open like that you could easily get to the river whereas now as things get
developed you’ve got to go figure out how to get to the river. So we have been asking everybody is can we get
to the river after you build this? We kind of felt that we’ve been getting short-changed and that’s why we have
the discussion about you know where can you put a tot lot and things like that because we don’t have a place to
put it. So this is being worked on so we thought it’s not the most convenient place because there is a lot of
traffic in that area but it is the only place you could think for the time being. The City is getting a lot more tax
revenue out of these buildings that are being developed, so some of it should go back and help the community
because it is kind of suffering because everything is being developed around it.
So I do think that number three is the best alternative there is; you can’t fix the traffic. So basically I just wanted
to give you the larger sense, the other question we had about the water, interestingly enough in the front of my
house, that’s all grass, never been watered and it is still green, I don’t know how it does that. But all of the trees
we have in that area, none of them need watering, we have humongous trees down there. What happens is that
area goes 30 feet down to the groundwater and it is all sand and certain types of trees apparently can deal with
that just fine. The idea of having a pump there would actually work really well because after you got 30 feet
down you’ve got as much water as you want.
So I just wanted to make a few comments to some of the comments that you had as well. Thank you.
Chairman O’Brien
Thank you Mr. Schaefer for your comments and for your time on the committee.
REMARKS BY THE ALDERMEN
Alderwoman Melizzi-Golja
I don’t know if these messages got to you but I just want it noted for the record that Alderman Laws is not
feeling well which is why he was not here this evening and Alderman Tencza had a conflict come up and so that
is why he is not present at this evening’s meeting.
ADJOURNMENT
MOTION BY ALDERMAN GIDGE TO ADJOURN
MOTION CARRIED
The meeting was declared closed at 8:51 p.m.
Alderman Jan Schmidt
Committee Clerk of Infrastructure and PEDC

Economic Development Division

Memo: Brian McCarthy, President
From: Tim Cummings, Economic Development Director
Date: October/2019
RE:

East Hollis Street/Bridge Street Improvements, Proposed Preferred Alternative

Background
The City of Nashua was awarded federal funds to improve the intersection of East Hollis Street
and Bridge Street, which serves as a vital link to the City's downtown core and is a major
commuter road for communities to the east. The project area encompasses the intersection of
Bridge Street and East Hollis Street, between C Street and the bridges over the Merrimack River.
The purpose of this project is to:
1) Improve mobility and access for all modes of transportation while facilitating land use
and not adversely affecting traffic and
2) Provide an aesthetically pleasing gateway with neighborhood amenities into the City
of Nashua.
Total funding for this project is $3,661,000, with matching funds provided by the State in the
form of Turnpike Toll Credits.
The City contracted with McFarland Johnson Inc. to provide an engineering study, which
involved data collection, a detailed survey of the project area, resource identification, and the
development of conceptual alternatives. The engineering study was informed and guided by a
Steering Committee that met five times between March and August 2018 and included City staff
from Economic Development, Community Development and Public Works; Hudson Town
Officials; Representatives from MakeIt Labs, Nashua Lumber Company, and Riverfront
Landing; and a resident living on E Street.
A public listening session was held on April 4th at City Hall to share information about the
project and gather public input where there was strong neighborhood attendance. Additionally, a
project specific website was developed where all steering committee and public input meeting
materials can be reviewed and opinions can be given (https://www.nashuagatewayproject.com/).
Using input from the Steering Committee and the public, McFarland Johnson prepared and
analyzed three alternative layouts for the East Hollis Street and Bridge Street intersection. Public
opinion on the three alternatives was sought at an Alternatives Workshop held August 15th at Dr.
Crisp Elementary School and after reviewing that input, the Steering Committee unanimously
selected Alternative 3, included with this memo, as the preferred configuration. Also included is
a conceptual landscape design for Alternative 3.
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The next step in this project is to have the City confirm that the preferred alternative should
advance to preliminary and final design phases, which will lead to a construction project
occurring in earnest by 2020.
Request
Consultants from McFarland Johnson and City staff are prepared to present information about
this project and welcome any questions or suggestions the Board of Alderman may have on this
project.
Recommendation
It may make sense to have a joint special PEDC and Infrastructure Committee meeting in light of
this project's importance.
Conclusion
This is a key step in order for us to advance this project to the next phase.
Thank you.
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AGENDA

Project Overview
Role of the Steering Committee
Study Tasks
Listening Session Feedback
Presentation of Alternatives
Rating of Alternatives
Preferred Alternative Discussion
Questions & Answers
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PROJECT OVERVIEW
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ROLE OF STEERING COMMITTEE
• Develop Project Goals / Vision

Purpose and Need

• Act as a Conduit for Stakeholders
• Build Consensus
• Recommendation of Preferred Alternative
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STEERING COMMITTEE MEMBERS

CITY of NASHUA:

J. Graziano
J. Vayo
J. Caron
P. Kohalmi
S. Marchant
J. Chizmas
W. Husband
T. Cummings
Peter Schaefer

MakeIt Labs:

A. Shrey

Finance Manager
Downtown Specialist
Ward 7 Alderman
Deputy City Engineer
Director Community Development
Transportation Planner
Senior Traffic Engineer
Director of Economic Development
Resident

SMC Management Corp: S. Riley
TOWN of HUDSON:

E. Dhima
S. Malizia

Town Engineer
Town Administrator
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PROJECT SCOPE / GOALS
 Address All Modes of Transportation
 Not Make Traffic Conditions Worse
 Not a Regional Traffic Project
 Build on Previous Planning Studies
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PROJECT DEVELOPMENT
NHDOT LPA PROGRAM
A. Engineering Study
B. Preliminary Design
C. Final Design
D. Construction
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ENGINEERING STUDY
Study Tasks
A. Information Gathering/Base Maps
B. Detailed Survey
C. Resource Identification
D. Project Definition
E. Alternatives Development
F. Abstracting
G. Public Involvement
H. Utility Coordination
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STUDY TASKS / STATUS
Public Involvement
• Project Steering Committee
• Public Listening Session (4/4/18)
• Alternatives Workshop (8/15/18)
• Committee on Infrastructure, Planning & Economic
Development Committee, & Board of Public Works Presentations
• Project Website:
• Social Media

www.nashuagatewayproject.com
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LISTENING SESSIONS
Safety
•
•
•
•

Vehicles
Pedestrians
Bicycles
Merging
Issues

Traffic
• A lot of
Traffic
• Side Road
Cut-through
• Left Turns to
Side Roads
• D Street
Signal

Access
• Northern
Development
• Crown St.
Area
• River

Aesthetics
•
•
•
•
•

Gateway
Garden
River walk
Trees
Green Space
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PURPOSE & NEED STATEMENT
EVALUATION

PURPOSE

NEED
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PURPOSE
Improve Mobility of All Users
Improve Access
Facilitate Land Use
Not Adversely Impact Traffic
Provide Aesthetically Pleasing Gateway
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NEEDS
Daily Traffic Congestion, Queues, & Delay
Lack of Bike & Ped Accommodations
Merging Vehicles Create Safety Concerns
Limited Access to Crown St. & New Development
Not a Welcoming Gateway Into the City
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PREVIOUS STUDIES
•
•

East Hollis Street Area Plan
2015 STV Traffic Study
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PUBLIC MEETING COMMENTS
ALTERNATIVE 1
Pros
• Familiar traffic pattern will remain
• Minimize impact of construction
Cons
• Why spend the money if the intersection doesn’t change
• Not much improvement to merging traffic on East Hollis Street
• D Street will continue to have cut-through traffic
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PUBLIC MEETING COMMENTS
ALTERNATIVE 2
Pros
• None
Cons
• Three traffic signals needed
• More delay for vehicles
• Confusing layout
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PUBLIC MEETING COMMENTS
ALTERNATIVE 3
Pros
• Green space area has been maximized
• Familiar layout, less confusion
Cons
• More delay for vehicles
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How Likely Are You to Walk or Bicycle
through the Project Area?

(50%)

(25%)

A.
B.
C.
D.

Very
Somewhat
Not Really
Not at All

(25%)
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Where is the Best Location for Green
Space at the Intersection? (50%)
A. Next to E Street
B. In the Middle
C. Next to the River

(13%)
(37%)
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How Important is Providing a Path to
Access the River?
(75%)

A.
B.
C.
D.

Very
Somewhat
Not Really
Not at All

(25%)
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What Type of Lighting do You Prefer?
(75%)

A. Traditional

B. Contemporary

(25%)
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What Type of Benches do You Prefer?
(100%)

A. Traditional

B. Contemporary
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Please Rank Gateway Styles from
Most Preferred to Least Preferred
(63%)

A. Over Roadway
B. Lighting
C. Sculptures
D. Trees

(29%)

(8%)
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Please Rank Potential Neighborhood Amenities from
Most Preferred to Least Preferred

(37%)

(37%)

A. Community Garden
B. Splash Pad
C. Dog Park
D. Playground

(13%)

(13%)
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Should the Traffic Signal at D Street be
Retained?

A. Yes
B. No
C. No Opinion

(25%)

(75%)
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Where do You Live?
(87%)

A. Nashua
B. Hudson
C. Other in NH
D. Other in MA

(13%)
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How do You Use the Project Area?
(25%)

A. Resident
B. Commuter
C. Recreation

(25%)
(50%)
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DECISION MATRIX DISCUSSION
Mobility

•Bicycle & Pedestrian Facilities Enhanced

Access

•Connections to North & South of
Intersection

Land Use
Traffic
Aesthetics
Neighborhood
Cost

High

•Improvements Support Future Vision
•Impact to Delay, Queues, & LOS

Neutral

•Improved Gateway
•Additional Greenspace
•Improvements Provide Amenities to
Neighborhood
•What is Total Estimated Cost?
•Within Budget

Low
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PREFERRED ALTERNATIVE DISCUSSION
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QUESTIONS / COMMENTS
www.nashuagatewayproject.com

